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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
While the touring group are over the half way mark of their
Karratha>Alice>Simpson>Perth expedition the rest of us have been catching
up for lunch in Bakers Hill, exploring the Mundaring Powerlines and nearby
Forest or hibernating. The good news is winter is almost done so it's time to
get back out and about.
Recapping last month's meeting, we had a tyre repair demonstration. A good
metal tooled tyre repair kit is worth taking in your car whether it be around
town or remote. I have a couple sets left for sale if you’d like one.
This month I will bring some new compact light-weight fire extinguishers
along including an automatic stick-on extinguisher. Intrigued? Come along
and see if it's bigger or smaller than the size of your wallet…
We have our Lancelin Sand Dunes trip pulled forward to later this month. Get
your names down ASAP please! The Annual Dinner is fast approaching and
numbers will be capped. Set the night aside in your calendar and come on
down. It’s a big party this time as we will have 40yr celebrations at the same
time.
The Mundaring Powerlines annual clean up is on the 7th of September,
8.30am-midday. Many hands make light work, so come along and make it
another successful day.
The MUNDAL Track will be extended, from 800km to 4000km turning it in to
the longest touring track in the country. Stay tuned for updates and start
saving some annual leave (if you’re still working like me).
Tending the Tracks Alliance (TTTA) keep creating new volunteer projects and
needs as much help as they can get. Follow their Facebook page for the most
up-to-date events and register with them directly.
The 4WD Association are running a raffle of a 40L Engel Fridge and tickets are
now on sale. Tickets can be purchased by anyone (including the general
public). Grab them from myself at any trip or meeting.
Happy Camping and safe travels.
The Pres, Adrian Longwood
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TRIP CO-ORDINATOR’S REPORT by Joy
Our Trip Co-ordinator and party have passed through Alice Springs on the
40th Anniversary Five Deserts Trip, and now should be somewhere around

Poeppel Corner in the Simpson Desert, so I am doing the honours this
month. We have had a very busy June and July with some amazing
trips (see the Silo Art Trail trip reports in this mag) and there are more
to come. First up is the Left Bank breakfast (see Page 7), well-loved
favourite because the food, service, and the view are so nice plus it is
great to get together and have a chat over a morning coffee or tea 
Then there is the run over the LANCELIN DUNES (Page 8), also an
annual tradition but this time to be held in winter for a change. All
members and visitors are welcome to join in on this exciting, fun and
informative day out in the sand. September is wildflower month and
after a social night in Perth at 10 Pin Bowling and a Chinese dinner
(Page 6), it's off to Wheatbelt Country for an overnight camp at
Mollerine Rock. Along the way you'll see granite outcrops including
Datjoin Rock, also known as Brockman's Hideout, where prison escapee
Lionel Brockman lived in caves around the base of the rock with his wife and
twelve children as he evaded police for over three months in 1971.
For the Sept LWE, the Club is going to a new venue - Mellenbyne Station near Morawa and also visiting Coalseam CP. The area is renowned for its
spectacular wildflower displays, not to be missed. In October, we're joining
Toyota Land Cruiser Club of WA members for an old fashioned weekend of
easy four wheel driving, camping at a country race track and an evening of
light hearted competition making jaffles and mixing cocktails - fancy dress
theme 'A Night at the Opera'.
Of course, in November there is the Club's 40th Anniversary Annual Dinner so
come and share stories about your experiences with the Club (historical or
current), enjoy the buffet and Club Awards while having a good laugh at the
Silly Awards. ACT-BELONG-COMMIT, join a Subaru Club trip!
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WE WON!!!!!!!!!
Yes, the Subaru Club table took out First Prize at the 4WD Assoc.
Assoc of W.A.'s
Quiz Night at the Gathering in Karratha. Well done Team Su
ubaru!
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SUBARU 4WD CLUB OF W.A. INC.
TRIP PROMOTIONS
SOCIAL BOWL NIGHT: 10 Pin Bowling and Chinese Dinner (in a bowl)
Saturday 7 September
Break out your bowling socks, grab the
family, and join us for an evening of 10
Pin Bowling at ZONE BOWLING,
Morley. Afterwards, we can go across
the road to Wah Sun Chinese
Restaurant for dinner.
This is a Club Social night that has been
quite popular in previous years, so get
your name down on the Club website
or call Joy on 0429 473 709 to have
your name added to the trip.
Bowling Start Time: 5 pm. We've
booked two lanes for the Club.
Address: Zone Bowling, 176 Walter Rd West, Morley WA 6062
Bowling Cost: $16.90pp for 1 game for adults and $13.90 for kids and
concessioners.
Plus $2 for shoe hire. Bring own socks.
One game of bowling at ZONE BOWLING lasts around 45 minutes to 1 hour
for 5 to 6 people. Plenty of time to score a perfect 300. To be more specific, it
translates to each game lasting approximately 10 minutes per person on the
lane.
RAC MEMBER OFFER: Buy one game of bowling at any ZONE BOWLING™
centre and get one free, saving $7. *Shoe hire is an extra $2 per person.
Chinese Dinner: about 7 pm
Address: Wah Sun Chinese Restaurant - 189 Walter Road West, Dianella.
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TRIP PROMOTIONS

Loafing at The Left Bank

Sat 17 August Social

Join fellow Club members for a lazy Saturday morning brekky with views of
the Swan River at The Left Bank. Club guests welcome.
The Left Bank
15 Riverside Road, East Fremantle
8 am onwards
Breakfast menu has something for everyone:
carnivores (e.g. The Big Breakfast), gluten free (e.g.
Smoked Salmon Stack), & vegetarian (e.g. Honey
Roasted Muesli)
https://www.leftbank.com.au/breakfast
https://www.leftbank.com.au/breakfast-menu/
Very popular social so join up on the website or call Joy on 0429 4737 09 to
secure a place.

Get your name down on the Club’s website now for the:

SUBARU CLUB’S 40th ANNIVERSARY
ANNUAL DINNER

1979

WAGON
ND

SATURDAY 2 NOVEMBER
AT THE WOODVALE RECEPTION CENTRE
Don’t forget to nominate for the Standing Awards (Club member of
the Year, Trip of the Year, etc.) and the Other/Silly Awards
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TRIP PROMOTIONS

LANCELIN DUNES SUNDAY 25 AUGUST
Prospective, new and existing
members are all invited to
learn the capabilities of their
vehicle and their driving ability.
This is suitable for all model
4WD Subarus (except unlifted
Libertys or Imprezas).
We will split into groups
depending on experience and
start off easy, progressing to
something more challenging. It is a fun day in a safe area, with
experienced members who will give you advice on all facets of driving
on sand, including tyre pressures, choosing the right gear ratios and
how to get out after getting stuck in the sand.
Outbacks have had a few front clearance problems in the past, so if
these owners have any concerns please contact the Trip Leader,
Adrian, on 0424 723 558.
Also, it pays to remove the plastic splash tray under the engine if it has
not already been replaced with a sump guard.
Adrian will be looking after beginners and novices and others will be
will looking after those with experience who are a bit more
adventurous.
Members can join the trip on the Club website and guests can contact
Adrian.
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TRIP PROMOTIONS

Brockman's Hideout

14th September - 15th September

Wild flowers and granite outcrops
with a bit of colourful history.
This trip is a simple overnighter
out to Mollerine rock. An easy as,
4 hour road trip through the
wheatbelt, stopping of at a few
granite outcrops along the way to
have a look at the wild flowers in
bloom.
Nothing hard about this one. Bring camping gear and water as there is
no drinking water out there. There are toilets, but no showers, so a
good introduction to most camping trips the club runs. This will be
good for new members and families.
I'm not expecting we'll be able to have fires. So far there hasn't been a
lot of rain, and it looks that will be the case when we travel through
the area. I'll keep an eye on the fire bans in the shire. If there aren't
fire bans, we can use the fire rings they have. Bring Marshmallows just
in case.
This trip will involve some gravel roads. No bush bashing, so no
scratches. We won't be going 4WDing, so leave the recovery gear at
home. All the towns we'll go through have 24hr credit card fuel
stations, so we can top up as we go.
Trip Leader: Travis Maskey
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TRIP PROMOTIONS

MELLENBYNE WILDFLOWER LWE SAT 28 – MON 30 SEPT

We’re out to see what the wildflower season brings us after the winter
rains. We’ll be staying at Mellebyne Station, a working cattle station
about 50 km north-east of Morawa, where we can “enjoy sitting by a
campfire, watching the night sky and exploring the areas stunning display of
seasonal wildflowers.” https://www.mellenbye.com.au/
There are three types of accommodation: Camping ($10pp), Shearers
Quarters ($15pp), and Dongas ($70 queen bed)
The wreath flower - Lechenaultia
macranta and other flowers such as
everlastings and orchids can be seen
on the property.
A day’s outing will take you to the
Coalseam Conservation Park where
you can explore the picturesque
geology of the Irwin River valley
(including coal exposures and fossil
shells) and view the spectacular
display of colourful wildflowers.
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CLUB CALENDAR
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Tues 6. Committee meeting
Tues 13. General meeting
7.30pm
Sat 17. Breakfast at the Left
Bank. 8am
Fri-Sun 23-25. Tending the
Tracks
Sun 25. Lancelin Dunes
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Tues 3. Committee
Tues 10. General meeting
Sat 7. Tenpin bowling. Morley
Sat-Mon 28-30. Coalseam
Conservation Park wildflower
trip

Quiz Question:
What's the name of the critter next to the Mallee Fowl
painted on the Newdegate silos?
PLEASE SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS

Subaru Australia
Subaru Wangara
Subaru Osborne Park
Richard’s Tyrepower,
Premium SUV Offroad Training
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CLUB CALENDAR
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Tues 3. Committee
Sat 7. Christmas at Jo’s
Tues 10. General meeting
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BIG ART!
Silo Art Trail Day 1 Saturday 01-06-19
19 Report by Joy Unno
Five cars gathered in the chilly morn at the servo in Sawyers Valley before
setting off onto the Great Eastern Highway, following Trip Leader
eader Stephan.
We had Stu in a blue Outback, Joy in a white XV, Nick, Leanne & Hondo in a
white Forester (plus camper trailer), John & Denise in a silver Forester and, of
course, Stephan in his dark blue Forester. During the short 60 km drive to
Northam, Stephan explained how a partnership between FORM (an
independent, not for profit organisation dedicated to advocating for and
developing creativity in WA), CBH Group, Lotterywest, and the Australian
Government, resulted in a Silo Art Trail project. The first
rst silo art in Australia
was painted in 2015 on the Northam silos consisting of a black and white
cartoon featuring fantastical flying machines by Phlegm (UK) and brightly
coloured abstract art by HENSE (USA). As an aside, Phlegm also painted a
giant monochrome
chrome octopus on the old Naval Stores Building in Freo - go
check it out.
We arrived at Northam
and had our first
experience of Silo Art.
All of us were blown
away by how
impressively BIG the
paintings were - those
pictures of the silo art
on the internet
inter
just
didn't prepare us for the
real thing. At thirty eight
metres high and with
curved concrete
surfaces to work on, we were amazed that the artists had kept the paintings
in perspective. There was even a noticeable 3D effect on the flying machines.
This
is amazing work was painstakingly painted by the artists perched high up in
long-boomed
boomed cherry pickers. Videos of how it was done can be found here:
https://www.publicsilotrail.com/
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After this exciting introduction to Silo Art we were all keen to move on to the
next town on the tour which was Newdegate. Stephan, however, had
planned a trip that took in more than just the silo paintings and we left the
main highway, taking the back roads through Dangin (Dang! There's a place
named Dangin, who knew?), to Corrigin. It was obvious as we passed
dessicated unplanted paddocks and saw sheep being hand-fed with hay that
the area hadn't had rain in a long while. As usual on these trips, the radio
chat got to comparing fuel economy, with Stephan scooping the pool at 7.3
L/100km (diesel), followed by me at 8.0 (2L engine), Stu at 8.8, John at 9.2
(turbo) and Nick rather sheepishly volunteering 13.6L/100km (towing).
About 5km west of Corrigin on the BrooktonCorrigin Road we stopped at the Corrigin Dog
Cemetry (mainly because Gnomey - aka Jimmey
the Gnome, Club Mascot, wouldn't shut up and
wanted a photo opportunity with the giant dog
statue, so Stephan said). It's quite an interesting
place and a tribute to Man's Best Friend with its
varied canine funerary arrangements, some
poignant, some amusing. A bit of wandering
around quickly established that the most
common dog name in the place was Pebbles,
followed by Sasha.
Carrying on to Corrigin, the town famous for its Dog in a Ute record (1527 in
2002) and also a very Big Windmill,
we topped up on fuel, had lunch in
the Rotary park, then continued on
to Kulin. East of Kulin on the KulinLake Grace Road we encountered
the Tin Horse Highway, an amusing
and entertaining expression of
country creativity and local welding
skill. The first exhibit was the
Rocking Horses Band of tin cans and
Gnomey just had to join in! After
that, it was a free-for-all of tin
16
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horse photography with frequent stops down the road until Stephan declared
that we had to get on or we wouldn't make it to Newdegate until dark. We
had a quick rest stop at the information board in Lake Grace (Gnomey's
bladder isn't very big you know).
While we were there, a police car
zoomed past down the road with
sirens going and sure enough, as
we drove on, we passed through
an accident scene with emergency
vehicles attending where a vehicle
had rolled off the road. Everyone
was very quite after that as we felt
sorry for the people involved and
reflected how quickly things can
become catastrophic on the road. It took a while before chatter on the radio
resumed.
Coming into Newdegate at about 4.45 pm, we found our way to the caravan
park and were checked-in by the salt-of the-earth manageress who wasn't
phased at all by a mob of Subaroos descending on her, even promising that
we could have a fire later. Surprisingly, for a tiny town, the caravan park shop
had an eclectic array of products for sale including flower vases, local art
work, and a Brother printer cartridge. Denise and John had booked a cabin
while the rest of us went off to set up our tents and camper van. The tent
sites were on what looked like pieces of astroturf from an old tennis court
complete with remnants of white lines but they did the job of providing a
clean, flat surface to pitch the tent.
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After setting up, John and Denise called us on the radio to come over and
catch the sunset on the artwork. We arrived in time to see (and photograph)
the lovely golden glow on the four decorated silos highlighting the reds and
yellows, it was a memorable sight. Smaller than Northam but still pretty high,
the silos were painted by Perth artist Brenton See and featured (from left to
right): Silo 1) a large half-teal, half-white water drop (freshwater and salt
lakes), on a mosaic of
green, brown, orange
and red squares
representing the land
seen from above and
overlain by leafy plants;
Silo 2) a Mallee Fowl and
Salmon Gum; Silo 3) a
Red-tailed Phascogale &
Spotted-thighed Tree
Frog; and Silo 4) the
Western Bearded Dragon Lizard plus Cowslip Orchids.
Returning to the caravan park, some of us cooked dinner at the campsite
while Stu, Denise & John went to sample the local cuisine at the Newdegate
Hotel. Stu said the lamb shanks were quite good and John recommended the
cosy fire. While we were cooking dinner, the Manager came by in his bobcat
and set up a fire drum with wood as promised. After dinner with the stars
blazing overhead we sat around the fire and had in-depth discussions about
philosophy (particularly metaphysics) and soldier crabs. I'm sure Plato would
have approved of soldier crabs, they are earnest little creatures with no
illusions. Eventually it got too cold and late and we retired to the cocoons of
our warm beds to dream of Big Art.
Thanks, Stephan for an enjoyable and interesting day which was the
beginning of great trip. You are also to be commended for being the best
facilitator of photo opportunities for mobility- challenged gnomes that I have
ever seen 
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Silo Art Tour – courtesy of Stephan – 2nd June19
Our start of the day 2 actually started the night before after we pulled into
Newdegate which was our 1st night stop on the trip. Denise and I had elected
to book a cabin rather than take the camp gear so had the opportunity to get
down to the art before the sun set. It was about 4:30pm and the sunlight on
the silos was golden. We were convinced the artist must have painted them
with that viewing in mind. We immediately called out to Stephan and the
crew to come now whilst the Sun was still up. Stephan came up quickly

followed shortly afterwards by Joy, despite Steph sending her off to
Ravensthorpe early.
After the viewing we dropped into the Local pub, to make sure it was open on
a holiday weekend. There were few people in there when we looked in but by
the time, we came back it was jumping with all the locals coming in for a chat
and good time around the mallee root fire. The backpacker barmaids looked
after us well, as they did their regular patrons who were finding it difficult to
select the right note. A local Cockie told us about the lots of work he was
doing clearing out the all the dams which had filled up with the silt from the
flood in 2016 and all about the stock he had on his small 1500-acre lot down
the road.
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Next morning start of Day 2, we popped around to have another look at the
art with the rest of the crew before taking off to Ravensthorpe. Here Steph
had arranged a bit of scenic tour, where, rather than going via the bitumen,
he took us through the lakes country along all the farmer’s access roads,
which were all in very good condition, (which is all they get for their rates out
there) and we were treated to some lovely scenes with the cloudless skies
and absolutely still air. Fortunately, with Denise on board she was able to
look out to the side whilst I
was concentrating on the
gravel and called out “all
stop” to get this shot of the
trees and sky reflected in
the still water. There were
numerous other lakes
along the way which we
really appreciated. Much
better than the tarmac all
the way. As it turned out
after going at 80k all the
way we arrived in
Ravensthorpe at pretty
much the same time as we
would have via the
bitumen.
The silo art in
Ravensthorpe was a lot
more accessible than
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Northam or Newdegate, where you were able to get right up to the silos. The
theme was quite unique, being the full lifecycle of the banksia flower, going
from first bloom, showing the animals and insects that feed off them,
through to the final stage where they have gone to seed. We spent a little
time having lunch and then headed off to Pingrup.
It was an easy run along the Great Southern Highway where we crossed a
number of new bridges that replaced the one that got washed away in the
floods of 2016. In Perth we had not really appreciated the gravity of the
floods in which a local farmer lost his life, cut the highway in two places and
washed a fully loaded Prime mover and set of trailers off the road.
We arrived at Pingrup about 2:30pm and went straight to the Silos whilst the
light was so good. These were probably the most like a painting of all the silo
art we saw, with scenes from the community, and some subtle, life like
colouring of the subjects.

After the art we went into the town to see what was there and came across a
good little coffee shop (The Store Cafe 6343) that was run as a cooperative
within the town and was staffed voluntarily by members of the town
community. The coffee was very good and the cakes even better – all
produced in the Wheatbelt. I am putting the cafe up on Trip Adviser to
support them.
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Whilst wandering through the main street of Pingrup, I came across the
tractor model for one of the
Murals.
Having enjoyed the coffee
and cakes we headed off to
Katanning, wanting to make
it before dark. Again,
Stephan had done a bit of
research and identified a bit
of off-road along the reserve of the Sutherland railway. We went about 1 km
before we came across a sign from council saying road closed – which was
good thing as it headed into low lying flooded lake land. We made our way
back to bitumen and paralleled where the track had run, noting the swathes
of lakebed we would have had to drive over. After a little way, we were able
to make our way up to the track again to take in the right direction, which we
and headed along for about 10-15km, with bush on the left and open, dry
farmland on the right. A few farmers were seed drilling along the way, which
as it turned out was perfect timing with the weather coming through the
following weekend.
We made it into the Caravan park, and once settled went into town to eat at
the Royal Exchange pub, which served great meals. Steph and I had a game of
pool in front of the open fire, where I graciously allowed him to win
.
Afterwards we wandered back to the caravan park and called it an early
night.
The following day we had a look around the art in the town which was all
very good. The highlight for us was the Dome Coffee shop, and as it turned
out was a hotel as well, which was in the old flour mill building. They had
retained a lot of the machinery to give it a real sense of history.
Thank you, Stephan for putting the trip together. It was a great weekend,
perfect weather and great company. John and Denise.
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